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I LOVE THIS
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y mum taught me to sew when
I was four or five years old. I
would try to construct outfits
for my toys and ‘help’ her sew
my party dresses in velvet
or taffeta. These early craft
experiences started my life-long obsession with fabric. I
get such a feeling of warmth and comfort from looking at
beautifully constructed textile pieces.
I first came across contemporary quiltmaker Pauline
Burbidge in 2019 at the City Art Centre in Edinburgh. I felt
that same quiet joy when I saw her expressive textile work.
I return to Burbidge’s work often, particularly this piece,
Fern Strata. I love the way the colours, needlework and
pattern interplay with each other, almost like the ferns are
dancing in the wind.
During lockdown, I rediscovered both sewing and
walking in nature – no headphones on, taking the time
to slow down, breathe and notice the changing seasons.
It seems fitting that Burbidge refers to her wallhangings
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as ‘quiltscapes’; the word captures both the expansiveness
of landscapes and the detail of textile work. The layering
of cottons and silks, with painterly hand-stitching, moves
quilt-making away from purely functional domestic pieces
to something closer to traditional landscape painting.
The repetitive, intuitive and meditative process of
making textile works is shown in Fern Strata. The artist has
collaged vibrant cyanotype prints of ferns and elder leaves.
The striking blue colour – layered and almost distressed
– evokes other crafts, like indigo dyeing from Japan and
Wedgwood pottery. This mixing of the contemporary with
traditional craft feels like an important conversation to
keep returning to.
As I look at Fern Strata, I can almost sense my mum
appreciating it too. And my grandad, who used to work in
a jute factory and who, in his retirement, made colourful
tapestries. And my great-grandad, who was a tailor. Textiles
connect us through the generations, whether we’re wearing
a piece of vintage clothing, tackling the mending pile or
gazing at a stunning piece like Fern Strata.

